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From the Editor

THE SPANNER: Editor, Les Foster,
101- 210 11th St. New Westminster, B.C.
V3M 4C9
oeccspanner@gmail.com
OECC MAIL: The Old English Car Club
of B.C. Secretary, 5181 Polson Terrace,
Victoria, BC, V8Y 2C5
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oecclink@yahoo.com
OECC WEBSITE:
www.oecc.ca
CENTRAL ISLAND BRANCH
Chair: Catherine Gislason
cath@island.net
HIGH COUNTRY BRANCH:
Chair: Stephen Way
sway@shaw.ca
KOOTENAY BRANCH:
Chair: Cliﬀ Blakey
cliﬀ@westernwireless.ca
SOUTH ISLAND BRANCH:
Chair: Kelly James
k.m.james@shaw.ca
VANCOUVER COAST BRANCH:
Chair: Gerry Parkinson
g.parkinson@eastlink.ca

Welcome back to The Spanner! It’s Spring and the Motoring Season
begins anew. Remember to check our website for events along your
way if you are travelling in B.C. You’re always welcome to join the local
Branches in the fun!
In addition to all of the usual great events that we can look forward to,
there is good news from the Minister of Transportation and ICBC. I’ll let
our High Country Branch Chair, Stephen Way, tell you all about it:
(Kamloops BC March 20, 2015) Today, on an unusually cool and wet morning for Kamloops, I
attended the announcements made by BC Minister of Transport, Todd Stone, in front of a
group of approximately 30 local vintage and classic cars gathered at the Rotary Band Shell in
Riverside Park.
ICBC Manager of Provincial Vehicle Registration and Licensing, a
Representative of the Speciality Vehicle Association of BC, local TV and various press were
also in attendance.
There was one key announcement made and information on several other areas being worked
on in conjunction with the Speciality Vehicle Association of BC (SPVA) which the OECC is part
of.
The key announcement being made was, as of April 9, 2015, it will be possible to BC register a
Collector car (i.e. >25 years old), project that is substantially, (i.e. > 50%), intact being brought
in from out of province before the rebuild or restoration and safety check are completed.
Previously, some folks had completed extensive rebuilds and restorations and then not had the
correct or necessary paperwork to register the car in BC.
Also announced was, henceforth, July 11th will be B.C. Vintage and Collector Car Appreciation
Day. Not sure what we can do with that but it could be similar to the British Car Week being
promoted in the USA.
Minister Stone also advised us that ICBC is working with the SPVA and is close to finalizing
details on expanding the Modified Collector Car program to include up to pre-1974 vehicles
and changing kit car registration from U-built to the year and model they are intended to
represent. (Presumably then, the only way to tell the good replicas apart from the originals will
be by serial number).
In my two minute conversation with the Minister, I asked if he was planning on free registration/
licensing for Collector Cars, (as the UK has recently done), to which he replied, “there are
some things I can deliver, there are others I cannot”.
For more information on Collector Car Licensing:
www.icbc.com/vehicle-registration/collector-mods/pages/Collector-vehicles.aspx
For more information on the Vintage Vehicle registration:
www.icbc.com/vehicle-registration/collector-mods/Pages/Vintage-vehicles.aspx
Like to see your vehicle on the ICBC calendar?
www.icbc.com/vehicle-registration/collector-mods/Pages/Autoplan-calendars.aspx
So, there we have it- a case in point for belonging to and supporting your car club. The
lobbying power of many like-minded individuals can make a positive difference! Have a
wonderful Spring and Summer and most of all, get out there and join in the fun! !
Front Cover: Rover in a Land-Rover- Geordie the Dog at the SIB Restoration Fair
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At The Wheel: President
Ken Miles
LETTER FROM
AN IRON MAN
IN A WOODEN
CAR
It is that time of
the year when we
began to think about getting our cars off
the jacks and out of the garage for a
Spring drive. I must admit, I have had
several letters from members who say
they have been driving their cars quite
regularly. I’m one of those as I have had
all three cars out on the same day and
some at least once a month. I guess,
with a Winter like we have had, there was
really no reason to put the cars away but
it did provide us with an opportunity to do
that much needed maintenance and
anything else we felt the car required.
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As many of you have noticed, the Club is
moving into the electronic age. If you
don‘t mind using PayPal, many of the
Club activities and your registrations can
be paid for by using this facility. Check
out the website and learn its advantages.
I hope by this time you have filled out a
form with your local executive for the
Long Distance Award because some of
us will win this award and the more the
better! If you have found it difficult to get
a member of your executive to come by
and sign the forms, move into the
electronic age, take a photograph and
email it to your executive thus providing
proof of your beginning mileage.
This year will be lonely without Brits
Around BC but there are many other Club
events that come to mind and some of
these are the Restoration Fair sponsored
by the South Island Branch on April 12,
the Vandusen ABFM on May 16, British
Car Invasion on June 7 at the Two Lions
Pub in West Van, Father`s Day Picnic in
Beacon Hill Park in Victoria on June 14,
and Brits on the Beach at Ladysmith
sponsored by the Central Island Branch

March 2015 Executive OECC Executive Meeting
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on July 12. The weekend of August 8 is
the OECC AGM in Kamloops. Hope to
see you at many of these events.
Have a good Spring and a great Summer
enjoying your British car! !

Check out the 2015 OECC
AGM Event at
http://www.oecc.ca/
2015_agm.htm

Happy 60th Birthday MGA!
Click on this link to download
the OECC Long Distance
Award form then print it and
mail in:
www.oecc.ca/
membership_forms/
oecc_bc_lda_form.pdf.pdf

(L. to R.) Vice-Pres. Trevor Parker (with High Country Chair Stephen Way via
Skype), VCB Chair John McDonald, Pres. Ken Miles, Spanner Editor Les Foster,
Secretary Pat Sparks, CIB Past-Chair Candy Francis, Webmaster Gerry
Parkinson, Treasure Bill Grace, (Front) SIB Chair Kelly James, CIB Chair Cathy
Gislason. (Absent: Kootenay Chair Cliff Blakey)
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Facebook
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Find out what is happening in the Old English Car Club– Join us on Facebook.
The Old English Car Club is now available for members on Facebook.

It is easy to sign up for Facebook– just go to the internet on your computer and
type in www.facebook.com, or click on this link. There is a place in the top right
hand corner to sign up. Once you have created your Facebook ID you are
ready to get started. No one can see you and you can’t see anyone else in
Facebook until you add some friends, or accept a friend request from someone else. You can also
follow pages such as the Old English Car Club Page or participate in groups such as the Old English Car Club Group.
See what all the fuss is about: “Like” the Old English Car Club Page- over 400 people are currently following our page on Facebook.

Gerry Parkinson

Go to https://www.facebook.com/OldEnglishCarClub and press the
Do you want to see what fellow Old English Car enthusiasts are talking about, or join in the conversation?
Join the Old English Car Club Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1588036811430112/ .
You have to join to participate, but of course we would love to have you as a member. There is a button at the top to request to join the
group. This is a great place to ask a question, share pictures, or make a comments with fellow club members. The members own the
content, so the more members, the more interesting the reading! Please join today!
Of course, you can find out about all this and more on our website: www.oecc.ca .
Thank you for reading, I think the more like-minded people the better the content. I’d like to
challenge every member to invite two friends to join the Facebook Group as well!
Gerry Parkinson
OECC Webmaster !

The Spanner received this email from Adam Paul, the great grandson of Thomas Plimley, the pioneer car
dealer in Victoria . Mr.Paul was writing in reference to an editorial article in the February 2009 Spanner by
Steve Diggins, former Editor. It’s wonderful to be able to share his recollections of his famous family who
contributed so much to the history of motoring in our province! For almost a century, the Plimley family
name was synonymous with British cars in B.C. -Les Foster, Editor
I just read the above noted PDF from 2009. Thomas Plimley was my great
grandfather.
He was in the retail bicycle business and operated out of a storefront near the corner
of Wharf and Johnson in the late 1800’s. He built a new facility at 1010 Yates Street
(at Vancouver St.) in 1897. The building stands today as 'Moxies'.
We had many metal plate drawings showing a variety of automobiles that were sold at
this location. I believe most of them were given to the Victoria Archives in the 1960's.
A number of years ago, I remember seeing a photograph of my great grandmother sitting in a open top vehicle at the new building on
Yates. The photo hung in the Driver's Services office in Victoria. I was told that she was the first female to hold a driver's licence in the
province.
In the 50's and 60's, my grandfather Percy Plimley sold Austins, Jaguars and other British cars out of the Yates Street building and also at
a site on 4th Avenue in Vancouver. I remember getting a shiny red Raleigh 3 speed bike for my birthday. It came from England in a oak
container. In later years, I drove Austin Healey's and Sprites, cool cars in their day.
Thanks for running the story.
Adam M.Paul, DDes !
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Finding Top Dead Centre
Darrell Price

There are a number of ways to adjust the
ignition timing on our cars, through a
strobe or static timing light, by vacuum
gauge, or by a good ear and the seat of
your pants. If one is using a light to set
the ignition timing then it is useful to know
that the timing marks on the pulley are
indeed where they are supposed to be.
For a number of reasons the timing mark

Rotor at #1 plug lead

may not be true; that is the point marked
as Top Dead Centre (TDC) may not be so.
This could be because of a worn or
incorrect damper/pulley, or wear in part of
the timing system such as chains and
sprockets, or there simply
may be no timing marks
(though if you are
working on an early
MGB, please look
underneath!).
So how to locate true
TDC? Firstly, remove all
the spark plugs for ease
of rotating the engine by
hand (NEVER by the
starter motor!) and then
remove the spark plug
leads and distributor cap,
identifying which leads go
where by numbering
them with tape for easy
and correct replacement.
Turn the engine until the
rotor arm points
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approximately
towards #1 spark
plug lead; confirming
that your specific
engine is timed to #1
by referring to the
shop manual (six
cylinder Jaguars are
timed on the rear
cylinder, nearest the
windscreen; and
Triumph Stag engine
is timed on #2
cylinder for
example).
I
used a TDC
tool, available
online at a
relatively low
cost, and
having the same 14mm size as
used with the spark plugs.
In the example shown here (my
TR6) and with the TDC tool
screwed in to the plug hole, I
started some distance away from
TDC. The centre threaded portion
of the tool was then screwed in
until it just touched the top of the
piston at, in this case, 16 degrees
BTDC; I then rotated the engine away
from the tool until it came back around to
just touch the tool again, coming to a stop.
This, in my case, was 16 degrees ATDC;
and conveniently the mid-point between
16 degrees BTDC and 16
degrees ATDC is TDC,
zero degrees, so correct.
If you have no markings
on your pulley then you
can create two points
and measure the midpoint and that will be
your TDC. Having the
valve cover removed to
note that the valves on
#1 cylinder are fully
closed (in the raised,
uncompressed,
condition, with the
pushrods able to move)
can help confirm the
timing on #1 and can
help improve accuracy.
You can then create your
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own set of timing marks,
using masking tape if need
be, to create a temporary
set. Timing tape is available
as well, and I have seen a
kit to enable early MGB
owners to join the rest of us
and have timing marks able
to be viewed from above!
If you do have the factory
marks on your pulley and
TDC does not line up as it is
supposed to, then further
investigation should be
undertaken as to the cause
of this misalignment; a worn
damper possibly or
something deeper in the
engine?
And if you don’t want to
spend the time and money getting a

screw-in adjustable TDC tool, I hear you
can get by with chopsticks instead! !

Hold the chopsticks! Ford (once, a
long time ago) had a better idea. Brit
Ford sidevalves from 1932-1959 (like
my ’51 Thames Pickup) had a Timing
Pin on the timing gear/chain cover.
The drill was to unscrew the pin,
reverse it and apply light pressure with
your finger. A helper cranked the
engine and when you felt the pin drop
into an indent drilled into the timing
gear, the engine was at TDC. Simple
but effective, especially on a side valve
where the piston was not directly
below the spark plug hole. -Editor
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Central Island Branch
Cathy Gislason
Spring fever has hit the Central Island! I
have seen many classic cars taking
advantage of the sunny, dry weather.
Even though heartily bundled with toques,
scarves and ear muffs, we are much
closer to the driving season than our poor
countrymen out east!
We have had only one event so far this
year and that was our 6th Annual Polar
Bear Walk. In spite of the not-so-nice
weather there was quite a turnout for the
walk around Biggs Park at Duke Point and
then lunch at Smitty’s. This is always a
fun event which raises money for the
World Wildlife Fund. While we were

March of the Polar Bears

there, it was Tony Dowell’s first
opportunity to thank the Branch for the
(un)coveted Piston Broke award (that
was bestowed upon him in absentia while
he was away on holiday), for the most
heralded car malfunction of the year. He
must have broken the record for the most
time spend in a garage while on the Brits
‘Round BC Tour!
The restoration fair is coming up soon and
many of our members are gearing up to
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Tony Dowell- Piston Broke. Again?

go…even though the weather may not be
great. There are always interesting things
to see, buy and/or sell.
Our Brits on the Beach event plans are
coming along nicely. This year it will be
on Sunday July 12th. There will be a few
new things and some old things done in a
new way. We are fine tuning our parking
procedures which will
help things to move
more smoothly given
the volume of
attendees. We will
also have the
Nanaimo Mini Club
with a full display,
and we have heard
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more to enjoy at Brits on the Beach
so mark your calendars!
We have a few other great events
coming up. The Seaside Cruizers is
a huge island event- we had 60 cars
one year! The Empire Days Parade
was going to be cancelled but its
fate is still uncertain at press time.
This is hopeful because the Central
Island Branch doesn’t quite have
enough rosettes, yet!
Not enough?!

The Brits Around the Sea (BATS) IV tour
plans are well under way with many
members planning to attend the 8 day US
trip, June 27th-July 5th. See route guides
and attractions for BATS at oecc.ca/cib
and click on “Events” for this and other
CIB information.
I hear the plans are going well for the
AGM events in
Kamloops. It’s
always great to
see members
from other the
branches. Jim
and I are looking
forward to it and
hopefully many
http://www.oecc.ca/cib/
m
ore Central
brits_on_the_beach.htm
Island members
will attend.
Hope to see you

from some
E n g l i s h
motorcyclists
who will have a
g r e a t e r
attendance this
year. It’s all very exciting! There is much

there! !

To see all the pics visit our Gallery at:
http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery.htm
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Twenty eight members were present. We
held our AGM at the same time and
though much of the executive are the
same faces as last year we welcomed
aboard Jim Walker to add fresh ideas and
perspective, which will be much
the Thompson
appreciated. After the formalities of the
AGM, we
enjoyed a
s u p e r b
supper of a
selection of
lasagnes,
made by
Chris and
Laurie, and
a
n
Pete, Dick, Rose, Nora & Jim enjoying the
assortment
day beside Dick’s 1968 BSA Royal Star
o f

High Country Branch
Darrell Price

A fairly brief note from
Valley since we are just
getting our cars back on
the road after the winter
break. Not that it was a
particularly tough winter
but still our cars are off
the road from November
until March or April
generally.
Anyway,
Spring is now here and
the cars are appearing
from behind garage
doors and venturing out
on to the roads for
another season.
There have only been two Club events
since the last posting; the Punctually
Challenged Christmas Party (PCCP) in
February and the recent Easter Parade.
Lines of communication have been open

side
dishes and desserts provided by
the other members present. The
evening ended with more
conversation and a “Do you know
your English car?” quiz where
Stephen Way showed that he
really does know his English
cars! Jim Walker and Al
Stephen & Jim discuss the finer points of EWatson also know their stuff.
Type ownership
Easter Sunday brought the
annual Kamloops Easter
parade hosted by the Vintage
Car Club.

Nora waits patiently for the Easter parade to
get underway

Easter parade show in Riverside Park,
Kamloops
all winter, Executive meetings have taken
place each month, and members have
also been helping each other out with
projects. So, it does not come to a
complete halt once winter makes an
appearance here, but things certainly slow
down.
Our first Club event of the year was the
PCCP, this year Chris and Laurie Stabler
were our kind and generous hosts and,
despite it being late February, had put up
a Christmas tree and even placed gifts
under it for all the guests! It really was an
excellent evening with much socializing.

Mini or a Bentley, Jaguar or Triumph, they
certainly stood out.
The OECC Annual General Meeting is
being held in Kamloops this year, August
7th to 9th. As well as our AGM there are
plenty of other activities happening over
the weekend. Events include “Hot Nite in
the City”, the big Kamloops car show with
some 400 vehicles parked along the
streets of downtown during the day (yes,
despite the name it actually runs from
10:00 am to 5:00 pm). There is also
“Ribfest” all weekend in Riverside Park for
those that like their ribs barbecued by an
assortment of “ribbers”. Each evening
there is also a free music concert in
Riverside Park. On the Sunday, for those
travelling east, some of us will be

Of the some 120 cars gathered, 10
represented the OECC. It makes for a
long day and a slow drive but is an
opportunity to catch up and promote the
brand! The weather was good and there
certainly were a lot of people lining the
streets as we drove through town. Our
cars were very much noticed be they a

attending the RJ Haney Heritage Village
classic and antique car show in Salmon
Arm.
Planning for the AGM is well
underway so stay tuned to the main
OECC website for more information and
registration coming soon. It will be a very
full weekend here; we look forward to
seeing you in sunny Kamloops this
summer! !
http://www.oecc.ca/2015_agm.htm
Francis & Jim talk cars in the park
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Kootenay Branch
Cliff Blakey
Hi, everyone! Not too much happening so
far this year other than getting ready for
our 2nd annual “Brits Invade Kaslo” car
show on Sunday, Sept. 13th plus our other
activities for the year.
Our Branch had two people join over the
winter and we are looking forward to really
getting into gear for the summer season.
We have two Morgans that are very close
to being totally restored and on the road
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we should have good turnouts for our
events this year. As for me, I am deep in
work but I’m looking forward to having my
Hillman back on the road and doing a little
repairs on it in between.
Our Branch talked about having another
British car display in our big Cranbrook
Mall again this year so we have to look
into that and it probably will happen in late
May or early June.
We have a double booking on June 20th
and we have attended both events in the
past. One is our Radium "Brits Best" put
on by the Calgary MG club to which I and
a few others are going and also another
car show just south of Cranbrook in which
we have shown
ten or twelve of
our cars in past
years, so it will
be divided
between the
members as to
which event
they attend.

April 2015

h t t p : / / w w w. c a l g a r y m g c l u b . o r g /
britsbest2015.html

Winter
workshop- Ken
Kroeker’s ’58
Morgan nears
completion

this spring. Mike Rieman has purchased
a 1974 MGB and should have it licensed
this month. I haven't seen it as yet but he
says it's a beauty. Kelvin should also
have his 1958 MGA on the road this
summer and one of our new members,
Mike, has a 1964 Sunbeam Alpine which
will add to our British car collection. Our
other new member, Chris, has two cars,
one a 1963 Austin Healey 3000 and the
other a 1963 Jaguar Mk X so I am looking
forward to seeing them throughout the
summer. Derek has been busy working
on his 1951 MG TD engine and it should
also be ready for summer. So, all in all,

Check out those
O u r
period Michelin X!
Kaslo show is going
on
Sunday,
September 13th and I
am anticipating
double
the
attendance from last year. There are a
couple of smaller shows around but
nothing is solid on those events, yet. !

Watch for Kootenay event updates at: oecc.ca/krb
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South Island Branch
John & Chris Beresford,
Les Foster
Sciences Centre Tour
Sunday, January 25
In November of 2013 the Club visited the
Geological Survey side of the Ocean
Sciences Centre, and the large turnout of
members had a most interesting afternoon,
learning about the geological features of
We s t e r n C a n a d a , i n c l u d i n g t h e
earthquakes that regularly occur (and of
the ‘big one’ that is likely on its way). At the
time it was mentioned that the ‘marine’ side
of the Ocean Sciences Centre
would also merit a visit, and sure
enough, about one year later that is
where we found ourselves, thanks
to Event Coordinators Robin and
Sue Patterson.
The meeting place was Hamsterly
Beach where members in about
two dozen cars, mostly English,
congregated.
Route directions
were handed out and soon we
were off on roads less travelled up
the Saanich Peninsula. On arrival
at the Ocean Sciences Centre we
were met by several Sidney area
members.
Right on time we were invited into
the building by Dave Jackson,
Division Manager, Data Acquisition and
Technical Services.
Appropriately
enough, Dave was born in England and
he briefly recounted the family history
which included two English cars which
inexplicably ended up in Brixham
harbour. Dave, who has worked at the
Centre for 29 years, proved to be a very
knowledgeable and amusing guide for
the afternoon’s tour.
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We began with a PowerPoint presentation
which laid out the mission of the charting
department. Dave described traditional
methods (swinging the lead), using a lead
line and more modern scanner based
systems. Interestingly, some parts of the
BC coast still have not been charted. The
importance of accurate charts cannot be
over-emphasized; a one inch increase in
draft (the depth of a ship’s hull) will allow
100 tons of additional cargo in a modern
ship. With the proposed construction of
LNG ports in Northern BC, charts will need
to be updated.
Of equal or perhaps even more interest, is
what the hydrographers have found when

In addition to their survey work, the
Department’s vessels are expected to
respond to emergencies, assisting the
Coast Guard whenever possible. Their
smallest boat, the Shoal Seeker, with twin
175hp outboards, is fast enough to deal
with local incidents on short notice.
The tour continued, via a well-equipped
machine shop, outside to view the various
vessels in the shipyard. In the WW2 era
hanger, a couple of Coast Guard ships,
one in a travelling lift, were being refitted.
Out in the yard, Dave took us to the ‘Otter
Bay’, the survey vessel typically used in
northern waters.
He pointed out the
scanner in the hull and described a typical
mission. About every five
days the vessel needs to
be refuelled and fresh
provisions taken aboard.
The crew comprises four
people, with a Coast Guard
‘captain’ and three
surveyors from Fisheries
and Oceans, who perform
the scanning and data
recording.
Dave then returned us to
the main building, with a
stop to see the cafeteria.
This is open to the public
for breakfast and lunch
Survey vessel, “Otter Bay” gets a refit
during the week and some
areas of the building are
open for self-guided tours;
scanning the depths. In the Gulf Islands. A
check in with the commissionaire at the
recent 200 foot long shipwreck has been
front desk.
found and its identity is unknown.
Kelly James presented Dave with an
From the classroom we were taken to the
OECC mug in appreciation for showing us
workshop area, where depth-sounding
around the facility. No doubt the boaters
equipment and associated computers are
among us know the value of the
maintained Dave explained the importance
Department’s work, but for everyone it was
of having all the equipment properly
very interesting to learn how Fisheries and
maintained; when the survey ships are in
Oceans Canada help’s keep shipping safe
remote locations, breakdowns are very
in our coastal waters. (cont. P. 10)
costly.
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South Island Branch
continued
Big O Tires Tour
Sunday, February 22
On a fresh but dry February Sunday, about
two dozen club members were treated to
an inside view of the world of tires, from
their construction and characteristics
through the process of mounting and
balancing, finishing with the high-tech view
of four wheel alignment. This was all
courtesy of the Big O Tire store owner
Kevin Jensen and his right-hand man,
Sales Manager Lucas Gerry.
The event started with a spirited drive
past Swan Lake on the way to
downtown Victoria. After assembling
at the Quadra Street shop and being
treated to coffee and baked goods,
Kevin got down to the basics of things
to look for in tires, with special
emphasis on the products that work
well on British cars. He noted that
Pirelli provide several original
equipment manufacturers, notably
Jaguar, with their tires at the factory.
Forgiving sidewalls can offer superior
ride qualities, while high silica content
tread provides good traction.
Some special tips were mentioned for
those of us whose old English cars run on
wire wheels. For instance, inspection tags,
found on the inside of tubeless tires should
be removed, to avoid premature (and
potentially dangerous) failure, as they will
chafe against the inner tube. The merits of
using nitrogen rather than compressed air
were discussed, with the main benefit
being consistent pressure despite ambient
temperature changes. The annual loss of
pressure using nitrogen is often less than 1
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PSI. The cost through Kevin’s shop is
about $10 per wheel.
For those who don’t wish to check their tire
pressures every week or so (apparently
there are such people), modern cars have
various forms of tire pressure monitoring
systems (TPMS). Lucas circulated two
such internal sensors that use simple radio
frequency technology to send pressure
information. These are highly reliable for
several years, but eventually the sealed
battery runs down.
Some owners are surprised to learn that
new sensors can add $400 to the cost of a
new set of tires.
Of interest was the technology used by

used to dismount old tires and mount the
new ones. This prevents any damage to
the wheels and, again in the case of ultralow profile tires, makes the mounting
possible. Old fashioned bars and muscle
are, thankfully, a thing of the past.
Likewise for balancing a tire and wheel
combination. After a technician makes a
few data entries into the computer, lasers
note where the weights are to be applied to
achieve the best outcome possible. A new
mounting machine and matching balancing
machine will eat through about $60,000,
and a shop like Kevin’s needs at least two
of each.
Having the right tire, mounted and in
balance, is only the start of
proceedings. The advancement in
alignments has come some way
from using a string to measure
toe-in or toe-out. Again, lasers and
mirrors are used at all four corners
to measure all the axis of the
wheel and the computer directs
the technician where to make the
necessary adjustments.
Kevin ensures that his shop
adheres to the best environmental
practices, including the weekly
removal of used tires.
How
many? Well, that is actually one of
Kevin and Lucas receive the coveted OECC tea mugs
the commercial trade secrets, but
from SIB Chair, Kelly James
if anyone wants a good workout,
they might be able to assist in the
other manufacturers to achieve the same
‘filling of the dump truck’ that takes the old
end. Sensors will detect the running
tires away to become other products.
circumference of the tire and if one should
Thanks are due to Kevin and Lucas for so
change by a small amount, due to the tire
generously giving up a Sunday afternoon
pressure loss, a warning is provided.
to provide such an enjoyable and
These measures are becoming more
educational time for the club. They were
important with ultra-low profile tires as it is
each presented with the customary OECC
often difficult to see the difference between
tea mug as a token of our thanks. Many of
a properly inflated tire and one that is
the group ten retired to Spinnakers Brew
nearly flat. This may become an issue for
Pub for refreshments and reflections on
OECC members 30 or 40 years from now.
what actually happens when the rubber
Computer controlled machines are now
meets the road. (cont. P. 11)
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Owen (of Owen Automotive in Sidney,
Mike being known as ‘The Wizard’). We
were to find out that Tony shares his
brother’s mechanical talents!
We began our visit in the main building,
The Cowichan Bay Maritime Centre
which is of timber frame construction,
Sunday, March 22
held together with wooden pegs. The
Contrary to what some might have
craftsmanship in the building is matched
thought, an early morning start to our
by a remarkable collection of model
March run did not deter members from
ships, constructed by retired Duncan
joining in. In fact, with nearly 40 people
surgeon Dr. Ewald Dwerstag. In addition
at the start, it was one of the largest
there are displays of fishing activities,
turnouts for some time. (The morning
both by First Nations and commercial
tour had been requested by the Maritime
fishers.
Centre).
Tony then took us upstairs to the
workshop area, where
restorations and new
construction of small boats
is done. The Centre runs
boat building courses: six
people work for six days to
build a rowing boat. An
example was on display,
Arriving in style!
beautifully constructed of
clear cedar, a material
The day began at our Western
increasingly difficult to find in the sizes
Communities starting point, the library
needed. Adjacent to the woodworking
parking lot at Juan de Fuca Recreation
area is Tony’s space, where he repairs
Centre. For an early season run, there
outboard motors, specializing in the
was a good selection of old (and newer)
Seagull, an
English cars in attendance; we were
English-made
particularly pleased to see the Delorean
outboard famous
out for exercise. Simple route directions
throughout the
were handed out by the Patterson team
boating world.
and soon we were off up the Malahat.
Tony, known as
On arrival at the Cowichan Bay, we
the “man with
found that our tour guide, Tony Owen,
magic fingers”,
had cordoned off an ample parking area
rebuilds Seagulls
right in front of the Maritime Centre. The
and supplies
tour itself began a bit early, as the trip up
around five or six a
had taken less time than planned
year, in like-new condition.
(perhaps due to the fact that all the cars
We then ventured out to see the exhibits
were able to keep up to the speed limit;
on the Pier, which include local history,
no 30mph Commer trucks on this run).
logging, small boat-building and more
Our guide Tony is the brother of Mike
outboard motors.
Several restored

South Island Branch
continued
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inboard motors are also on display. Tony
pointed out the Centre’s row boats, on
the dock below, which may be used by
members
of the Centre.
Tony
mentioned that the Centre has members
from Victoria who often come up to
participate in activities put on by the
organization.
The final tour stop was the Pavilion, at
the end of the pier. More small boats are
o n d i s p l a y, i n c l u d i n g a c e d a r
Peterborough boat, from Ontario. Tony
pointed out that these boats were
popular on lakes in BC, but did not fare
so well in the ocean. A beautiful canoe,
complete with what appeared to be
marquetry inlay, was greatly admired.
The formal tour concluded with Kelly
thanking Tony for a most interesting visit
and the presentation of an OECC coffee
mug. We were then able to spend some
time revisiting parts of the Centre before
our lunch reservation at the nearby
Cowichan Bay Pub.
By about noon most members had made
their way to the pub where a special area
had been reserved for us. Considering
the number of diners, we were served
very efficiently.
Halibut, served in
several forms, was the
choice of many, and all
seemed very satisfied.
Our thanks to Tony Owen
and of course Robin and
Sue Patterson for yet
another enjoyable outing.
They get to take a break
in April for the
Restoration Fair, but no
doubt will have
something interesting planned for May.
For those interested in learning more
about the Cowichan Bay Maritime
Centre, visit www.classicboats.org
(cont. P.12)
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South Island Branch
continued
The Restoration Fair
Sunday, April 12
The South Island Branch’s annual
Restoration Fair held at Heritage Acres in
Saanich has grown to become one of the
must-attend events of the motoring
calendar. This year marked its 10th
Anniversary and it was a memorable day!
Attendance was clocked at 744 people
with 163 British vehicles on display. On

1935 Austin Ten and proud
the Fair

owner visit
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sale were 24 cars and
as of press time, one
was sold and three were
being negotiated. No
doubt, a number more
will sell in the near
future as a result of their
exposure at the Fair.
Twenty-five vendors of
new and used parts,
I could have had a V-8!
tools, regalia, literature
and materials were
on hand to ply their
All in all it was a an excellent tenth
wares- and there
Restoration Fair and a day well spent! !
were many happy
purchases and
treasures
taken home.
O E C C
Regalia was
on sale in the
restored schoolhouse.
It was a great day- the weather
was unexpectedly good if just a
Trailer Queen?
tad cool and there was only one
heavy shower that sent fair
goers scurrying for shelter.
At least there is plenty of
shelter with some really
interesting buildings full of
vintage equipment and relics
of the old days. There’s a
lot to see and even a
miniature railway not to
mention some full size
VCB members
trains! This event truly has
crossing the Pond
something for everyone.
And the winning draw ticket is….

Just some of the great cars on sale at the Restoration Fair!
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That might, in fact, be their motto as they
fully understand that it is careful and
thorough preparation that ultimately
determines the quality of the finished
part.
Upstairs, in the Trickfactory shop where
various interesting motorcycle and car
January Meeting: Vancity Plating
projects were underway, Tim talked us
Nothing sets off a paint job or catches the
through the various stages involved in
eye like chrome!
restoring that shabby old plated trim- the
buffing, smoothing, filling and more
Alas, chrome, like beauty, can fade… and
buffing before copper and nickel and
pit, crack, peel and dent. Chrome shops
finally, chromium, are layered onto the
can be like cosmetic surgeons- the good,
part to produce that gleaming showthe bad, and the ugly. No one has been
quality finish.
They employ “Muggy
more aware of this than the owners of
Weld” ( see muggyweld.com ) to fill very
Trickfactory, the Coquitlam motorcycle
deep pits. He repeatedly emphasized
and car fabrication specialty shop that the
that the finished product can only be as
OECC Vancouver Coast Branch toured
good as the prep work. Tim patiently
for our January 2015 meeting. Tim
fielded our many questions before
Lajambe and Rob Mosser had grown
leading us down to the building’s lower
tired of sub-standard plating that other
floor.
local shops were sending back to them
Downstairs, he showed us the big buffing
and the cost and inconvenience of
machines, the work
shipping jobs to
area where parts are
more-trusted U.S.
repaired or filled before
platers.
Their
they can be plated, and
solution was
the plating line itself.
simple: open their
The plating line was
own in-house
quite a revelation for
plating shop
those
of
us
together with
accustomed to the dark
master of plating,
and dingy old-style
Harry Schneider.
platers with their
T h u s , Va n c i t y
Tim shows us the stages of plating
“cauldrons boiling and
Plating, the real
cauldrons bubbling”
focus of our visit,
amidst layer upon layer of accumulated
was born! Recently re-located from its
filth and noxious smells. Vancity’s line is
old Burnaby location, Vancity brings over
clean and brightly lit with modern fabric
20 years experience in the trade. Both
vats all neatly organized. They employ
Trickfactory (trickfactory.com) and
the modern and more environmentallyVancity (vancityplating.com) reside
acceptable Trivalent process as opposed
under one roof but function as separate
to the old Hexavalent method which is no
business entities. Eventually, Tim and
longer allowed for new shops. The new
Rob hope to expand their business to
process employs less-toxic chemicals
fully encompass all aspects of custom
which cost more initially but are far safer
vehicle finishing. The foundation of their
and cheaper to recycle owing to their
enterprise is a true passion that both men
relatively benign composition. While not
share for custom creation. From the
yet quite on stream, the new plating
beginning, they set out to acquire the
facility should be up and running this
skills and knowledge that would allow
Spring.
them to pursue this passion and they
Tim and Rob steer away from strict
both put in many hard years of education,
restoration projects due to the time and
apprenticeship and experience to arrive
difficulty needed to source parts and
at the place they are today- no shortcuts.

Vancouver Coast Branch
Les Foster,Alan Miles,
Walter Reynolds

April 2015
information but they can certainly
fabricate any panels or parts that might
need to be re-created for your project.
Also downstairs, Rob presides over
Trickfactory’s many fabrication machinesbrakes, welders, lathes, English wheel
and such that can produce any shape or
contour.
You’ll find them and their cheerful support
staff, Rose, Stephanie and Georgia at
903 Sherwood Ave. in Coquitlam or call
them at 604-808-7607.
February Meeting: John Clark
Sports cars and sunglasses, they just go
together and John Clark gave us a new
twist on that theme when he once again
hosted the Vancouver Coast Branch- this
time for our February 2015 meeting. As
always, our time spent with John was
both educational and very entertaining.
First, sports cars. Focus of this evening
was John’s beautiful restoration of his
1962 MGA, a car that he has owned for
some 37 years. John recounted the saga
in his inimitable style with the help of a
PowerPoint presentation.
It seems that a neighbour of John’s in
Burnaby, who was an engineer for
Lockheed, was tired of driving his wife’s
aging and slightly-less-than-watertight
MGA to work and arriving with wet pant
legs. When John learned that he was
about to trade it in for $200 on a nice, dry,
domestic car he rashly offered the owner
John’s view

$400 (about twice as much money as he
actually had). John’s Dad became half
owner and eventually John bought out his
interest to become the sole proprietor.
He always dreamed of the two of them
restoring the car together (cont. P.14)
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Vancouver Coast Branch
continued
and enjoying joyous drives.
After sitting for 10 years, pushed to the
back burner by the demands of job, family,
and life in general, John removed the
MGA’s body and blasted and painted the
chassis. Much to the amusement of his
neighbours, John cut the body into two
halves to facilitate moving it around on his
own! The body and frame then were filed
away on a special rack in the garage.
Another 10 years slipped by until, around
1998, John succumbed to the charms of
an E-Type Jag, albeit in boxes.
By 2002, John was ready to spend
serious money on the Jaguar but it was
strongly suggested by his much smarter
wife, Carol, that he finish the MGA firstafter all he’d had more than 20 years to
get it done already! Spurred on by the
twin dreams of Jaguar ownership and
the desire to fulfill his promise to take his
father for that drive,the MGA restoration
was on. It was finished in a year. His
father had cleaned and blasted many of
the parts over the years and this
speeded the effort so, with his father’s
health failing, John had the car done to
perfection in time for that very
memorable ride with his Dad.
John confided that he had sneaked some
work in on the E-Type as he went alongrebuilding its engine in parallel with the
MGA. Carol apparently did not notice that
on some days it was a four and on others,
a six. Somehow it seemed to be the most
expensive MGA engine ever, what with ten
pistons and all!
The MGA was about 18 years old when
John first got it and some rust had already
set in but, thankfully, it was limited. John
made most of the patch panels himself
except a few with compound curves that
were just more sensible to buy. Corroded
areas were carefully removed by drilling
out the spot welds and new material was
plug-welded in giving the same visual look
as spot welds but greater strength.
After all the rust repairs were complete,
the body went off to Redi-Strip Metal
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Cleaning Canada Ltd. in Richmond (http://
www.redi-strip.com/) for chemical
stripping followed by a phosphate rust
preventative treatment. Primer was nextthe body was on and off the frame several
times. The chassis and all its parts were
painted in black Endura (http://
www.endura.ca/). The body interior was
then sprayed, paving the way for the
engine to be installed. After nearly 25
years, it sprang to life and was run-in for
about 25 minutes! Final exterior paint
came next. John did all the prep work on
the body himself. That is, he stressed,
where the real work is done. John has
painted cars very successfully himself but
this time he left the actual spraying to a
talented friend
who rendered
it in a lovely
Woodland
Green. This
colour was
available on
special order
from the
factory.
The fun part of
any restoration
followed- the
final reassembly
Concours
where all that
effort, a year
almost fulltime, came together in a beautiful, likenew classic.
John’s tenacity and skill has been
rewarded with recognition. His MGA has
been awarded top MGA in North America
by the North American MGA Register
(http://www.namgar.com/). This award
in Oregon caused some grumbling
amongst American enthusiasts who
were inclined to tag it as a “cheque
book restoration”, and such, but
Carol soon set them straight by
telling them that John had done it all
himself- in the basement garage!
That, by the way, is John’s message:
You can do this!
Following this, he was invited to
enter his car in the prestigious
Pebble Beach Concours although he
respectfully declined owing to the

April 2015
very high costs involved.
The car
continues to attract attention and awards
everywhere it goes.
Although the restoration is now more than
a dozen years old, the car still has it. The
MGA is featured in the March 2015 issue
of MG Enthusiast Magazine, who were in
town last year and seemed intrigued by
John’s mantra of “making honey out of
bear….! Classic Car Magazine is also
planning a story on this car. Pretty good
for a home restoration done 13 years ago
and regularly driven not trailered! The
bottom line is that John keeps the cars he
loves and loves the cars he keeps. Amen!
Remember that Jaguar engine that John
was surreptitiously rebuilding alongside
his MGA? Well that red 1969 E-Type was
also a concours car and of such
voluptuous beauty that it attracted the
attention of the Serengeti Sunglass
people. They sponsored John on a week
long junket to Vancouver Island and
Whistler for shots of two beautiful people
(boy and girl, of course) wearing their new
prototypes (about $30,000 a pair) while
exploring the gorgeous scenery of B.C.
The budget was huge and John and the
crew stayed at the Empress Hotel in
Victoria on the ‘secret’, unmarked, VIP
floor, and shot the models with the E-Type
on the closed front lawn of the grand hotel.
Much partying was done (helps the
creative juices to flow, no doubt) and they
even rented the Maple Bay Ferry for a
private sailing, much to the chagrin of
delayed locals! The Sea to Sky Highway
was the backdrop for more glorious
publicity shots.
It was an epic adventure and one
deserving of another of John’s beautiful
and beloved restorations. No, John did

Ferry nice!
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Vancouver Coast Branch
continued
March Meeting: Pacific Auto Trim
The VCB’s March meeting was a tour of
Pacific Auto Trim at 222 W. 5th Ave in
Vancouver (www.pacificautotrim.ca).
In business for over 30 years, Pacific

Healey draws admirers
Auto Trim handles all types of vehicles
from daily drivers to hot rods, collector
cars and very high end luxury cars.
They specialize in auto upholstery and
convertible tops.
Although upholstery and top kits are
readily available for many of our British
cars, Pacific cautions that professional
fitting makes all the difference in both fit
and function.
We were shown some beautiful
examples of interior refurbishment,
including a gorgeous Austin Healey

Pacific does any car!
3000. A very unusual car in the shop
was a 50’s Lancia Aurelia berlina with no
“C’ post between the two side doors, a
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V-6 engine and 4 wheel independent
suspension with rear-mounted transaxle.
It will receive a completely new interior.
Not British but…wow!
The Pacific craftsmen are experts at
tops, too and often have to make the
commercial kit products actually fit.
It was an interesting evening! Do keep
Pacific in mind if you have a trim issue.
April Meeting: Nigel Mathews
(Hagerty Ins.) at Rainbow Station
Our March meeting was an evening
with our old friend, Nigel Mathews,
Director of
Sales and
Marketing for
Hagerty
Canada, held
at the Society
of Model
Engineers’
Rainbow
Station in
Burnaby. He
acquainted us
with Hagerty’s
unique Agreed
Value coverage

and its many benefits before sharing his
recent collector car adventure.
Nigel was fresh from an expedition to
India where he observed and helped
judge, the 2015 Cartier “Travel With
Style” Concours d’Elegance at the Jaipur
Polo Grounds in Mumbai, India.

April 2015
Many of the top entries were selected by
Rana Manvendra Singh of Barwani.
Chief Judge was HRH Prince Michael of
Kent with help from Sandra Butler, Chair

of Pebble Beach, motorcycle ace
Giacomo Agostini, tycoon Sir Michael
Kadoorie and FIA President and former
Michael Schumacher team manager,
Jean Todd. August company, indeed!
Nigel was amazed at the quality of
restoration on the Indian cars- often
carried out by meticulous hand
reproduction in the crudest of conditions
and at very low cost (by North American
standards) when no parts are available.
After the Concours, Nigel toured a
workshop where local craftsmen restored
cars and meticulously fabricated any
items required- quite an experience!
It was a great evening with an awesome
presentation, the kind we’ve come to
expect from Nigel. Thank you! !
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More Leylands in B.C.
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Union Oil 2 1/2 ton Leyland tanker on the old Georgia
Viaduct in Vancouver, circa 1920’s

In the August 2014 issue of The Spanner
we discussed the contribution of Leyland
vehicles in the early history of
transportation in B.C. The focus was
mainly on buses and logging trucks but
there were other fields, as well, where
Leylands made important contributions
and did so right into the 1960’s and even,
in at least one instance, much later.
Leylands trucks were used for many
Anglo- Canadian Warehouse Ltd. 837 Beatty St. Vancouver Staff and Family Picnic
goers board two big Leylands (far left and second from right) in the summer of 1925

tasks in our province during the 1920’s.
Often they were found in heavy duty
applications including logging and road
building but also industrial moving, tank
trucks and general cartage.
Many of these trucks would serve long
careers in their original roles then go on
to new lives in the forest industry and
other places.
Hayes-Anderson trucks (later Hayes
Trucks) of Vancouver used Leyland
engines in some models of their logging
trucks and became the British Columbia

distributors for Leyland vehicles in the
late 1930’s.
At that time, they began taking advantage
of preferential tariffs on British imports to
use more Leyland drive-train components
(engines, axles, gearboxes) in their
Hayes trucks, giving them a significant
pricing advantage over trucks employing
U.S. sourced parts. (cont. P.17)

to haul
se Leyland getting ready
Anglo-Canadian Warehou
25
huge steel framework, 19
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More Leylands in B.C.
continued
Leyland had established its own depot
at Toronto in 1919 with a subsidiary at
Montreal that carried on until after
WWII.
The Second World War interrupted
the flow of British vehicles to B.C. but
it soon resumed in the great “Export
or Die” campaign that Britain hoped
would drag it out of its crippling war
debt.
Leylands returned, too, with the
formation of Leyland Motors (Canada) Ltd.
in 1948 in partnership with Avro Canada at
the A.V. Roe plant at Malton (near Toronto)

April 2015

Vancouver-Kamloops Freight Lines1949 Leyland
Comet on Alexandra Bridge (Yale-Cariboo Road)

The Leyland Comet came to Canada and
newly-formed local company, Vancouver
Kamloops Freight Lines (now Van-Kam)
was quick to adopt it. Robert Henry Sr.
founded the firm in 1947 and Leyland
Comets were soon doing long-haul
service into the B.C. interior on roads
that were vastly different from the super
h i g h w a y s w e k n o w t o d a y.
The Comet was primarily designed for
export and featured a 100 BHP gasoline
engine or a 75 BHP diesel. Interestingly,
it shared its cab design with the British
Ford Thames ET6 and the Dodge 100 as

Briggs was the body builder. When Ford
took over Briggs in 1953, Leyland and
Dodge had to come up with new designs.
In addition to Van-Kam, anecdotal

Comet For Sale in Ladysmith

On the road: Van-Kam Leyland
Comet at Hunter Creek BA truck
stop circa 1950

Two Comets on the
where WWII bombers had been produced.
The post-war market was starved for new
vehicles after more than five years of
military-only production.

Trans-Canada High
wa

y

accounts indicate that Comets
were used by some B.C. city
utilities and other trucking
companies, too. Like most
British trucks in B.C. the
Comets heyday was the late
1940’s through the early 50’s.
After that, the availability of
domestic trucks was no longer
an issue and the imports had lost
their
niche.
(cont.
P. 18)
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Eaton axles, Bendix-Westinghouse
brakes (made on licence by ClaytonDewandre), and Ross steering could all
be fitted to order.
These new Leylands were not common
sights in B.C. and most rolled in on
The Comet had enjoyed some success
long hauls from the east where they
but it was realized that it was no longer
more popular and better supported.
possible to market the standard British
Competition with the more familiar
Heavy: Leyland Bull Moose
models here. In an attempt to level the
domestic trucks was stiff and ultimately
playing field with domestic manufacturers,
the Leylands failed to survive the 50’s.
Avro Canada began to plan building
When
production ceased by 1958, Canparts had to come outside that period,
heavier Leylands in Canada.
Car
had
been absorbed by Avro’s parent
they would have to go to coastal ports
In 1950, a huge plant across the St.
company,
Hawker Siddeley Canada,
and incur high freight charges for transLawrence River from Montreal at
recession
loomed
and the newly-elected
shipment to Longueil. The trucks used
Longueil, Quebec, complete with a
Diefenbaker
government
would soon
Leyland diesel engines of 600 cubic
proving ground, was acquired to facilitate
have
the
Avro
Arrow
cancellation
fiasco to
inches sporting the new “Aphonic”
production of three new Canadian
cope
with.
injectors. Good service accessibility was
models, the Beaver (single axle, GVW 23
Times were changing and although some
stressed in their design.
tons), Bison (tandem axle, GVW 16 tons),
Bisons and Canada Diesels would roll
In the mid-50’s, Avro’s recently acquired
and Bull Moose (tandem axle, GVW 29
down the
subsidiary, Canadian
tons). The plant also produced LeylandCanadian
Car & Foundry Ltd.
Fageol diesel bus engines for Fageol
road for a
(Can-Car), had
few years
taken over
to come,
the plant and
Over the road- North American Van
the era of
the modern
Lines Leyland Beaver at the Flood Cafe
British
International
truck stop, Flood B.C. in June 1960
trucks in
Harvester
Canada
Comfo-Vision
w a s
cab was fitted
effectively
to
the
over. !
Canada Diesel with IHC cab
Leyland
chassis giving
a very North
American look to the trucks.
In 1956, the Beaver became the
Canada Diesel. In order to
address the often-heard concern
that British manufacturers were
not adapting to the wants and
needs of their Canadian
customers, more powerful six
cylinder 175 HP model 0.680
engines of 11.1 litres and more
Last hurrah- old Leyland in use at Jordan
North
American components were
coaches.
made
available.
Spicer
transmissions,
River in 1976 trucks on with a Pacific rad
For the trucks, large components were
the
Fuller
Roadranger
transmission,
mostly imported from Britain but many
smaller or specialized pieces were
produced at the plant. The cost of
The Spanner thanks Hank’s Truck Pictures and the Bruce Shantz, Ed Stankey, Jim Falconer, and
importing components all the way
Trudi Jarvis Collections; City of Vancouver Archives; BC LUV; Google Images; Wickepedia; The
from Britain was a factor so shipments
Commercial Motor Magazine Archive; the American Truck Historical Society; Pinterest; Joe
had to be timed for delivery between
April and November when the St.
Carroll, Van-Kam Freightways, et al for material for this article. -Les Foster, Editor
Lawrence River was free from ice. If

More Leylands in B.C.
continued
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